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Note: Answer all questions. The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
(

1).

Explain any three of the following with reference to the context .
3x3 : I 5
(a) But 0 heart I heart I heart I O the bleeding drops of red, where on the deck my
captain lies, Fallen cold and dead.
OR

I am the workingman, the inventor, the maker of the words' toad and clothes. I am
the audience that witness history.
(b)

I 've heard it in the chilliest land, And on the strangest

sea,

It asked a crumb of me

OR
time is a tree ( this life one leaf) but love in the sky and I am for you just so
long and long enough.

(2)

(3).

(c)

Our tragedy today is a general and universal physical fear so long sustained by now
that we can even bear it. There are no longer problems of the spirit.
OR
The worst in that weak still some how, they are strong, they in effect have the
power, by hook or by crook. And because I am not like them --- not that I am evil,
but more in accord with our onwn blood than they eager to lead ------ this very part
of me by their trickery must not appear, unless in their jacket. Eric was Greenland. I
call it Greenland that men will go there to colonize it.
OR
The known universe had out complete lover and that is the greatest poet, the
consumes and eternal passion and is indigerent which chance happens and which
possible contingency of fortune or misfortune and persuades daily and hourly his
delicious pay.

(d)

Well that's what a war does. I had two sons, Now I got one. It changed all the
tallies. In my day when you has sons if was an honour. Today a Doctor could make
a million dollars if he could figure out a way to bring a boy the world without a
trigger finger.
OR
I am a bustead Ingersoll, dat's what steel was me, and I owned de woiled owns me
Aw, hell II I can't see ------ it's all dark, get me? It's all wrong.

Write short notes on any five of the following :2x5 :
(a) Define naturalism on'.
(b) Write short note on 6Art for art's sake, with example.
(c) Write realism with example.
(d) What is American Renaissance? Justify your answer w'ith illustrations
(e) What are the rnain characteristics of Poetic drama'.
(0 Define symbolism'.
(g) Existentialism' Define the literary term with example.
Answer the lbllowing question in about 300 - 400 words eacli:
(a) What is theme of the poem - O captain. My captain by Walt Whitman.? l0
What is the mood of the

poenr_

10

OR
I am the people, tl.re nrob. By Carl sand berg.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Why did Emily Dickinson write ---- I felt a funeral in my brain? Present the central
theme of the poem.
10
OR
Write a short note on writing style of E.E. Cummings giving example. Text line
based on the poems you have read.
What is the main Idea of William Faulkner's Nobel Prize acceptance speech?
OR
What influenced W. carols Williams to write?.Iustify your answer with the text you
have read.
OR
What is the main idea. Of "the preface to leaves of Grass" present your answer
giving significance of grass' in the poem.
What are the major themes of "All My sons' by Arthur Miller"?
10
OR
Discuss Eugene O'Neill as one of the most admired play writes of all time.
What is the meaning of the title'A Farewell to Arms'?
l0
OR
What do lowlands and mountains symbolize in 'A Farewell to Arms'?
OR
Discuss in detail the part constriction of the sound and the Fury' by,r. Faulkner.

